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Sixty Years On

Well, here we are, almost at the close of our Diamond Jubilee 
year.  The Section has luckily survived the close of the first Great 
War, the general strike of the late 1920s, the ‘hungry thirties’, and 
the Second World War when many young Rover Scouts were slaughtered for
what they believed to be right.  Through them we are still able to 
meet as Rover Scouts.

Rover Scouting has always been somewhat of a mystery and has 
often not been used to its best advantage by Scouters of all ranks 
throughout the years.  I am still sure that we have a great deal to 
offer to the young men of the country, and the FSE have been wise in 
retaining the Section and its very valuable training.  Times may have 
changed over the years but human nature has not.  Today, I am 
convinced that Rovering can help a squire to find his way in a world 
that at the moment seems a bit of a rat race. This is the RSL’s golden
chance not only to train the squires in scoutcraft, but to help them 
through this very trying period of their lives and enable them to take
their place as responsible citizens of the future.

I have received reports over the past year: some good, some bad. 
Happily the good reports far outweigh the not so good ones, which 
convinces me that we are slowly moving along the right lines.  I 
should like to repeat my appeal which I made at the 1978 Rover / 
Ranger Conference: please let us try to make our numbers grow in the 
next twelve months.  From figures to hand we are remaining rather 
static at the moment. I appreciate that
there are problems, but I am sure they
can be solved if we go about them the
right way.

There is a real need for re-forming
the National Rover / Ranger Council.
This point was contained in my report to
the National Assembly; but the impetus
must come from the crews themselves.
For four years the Council proved a
success. The idea was not to let each
crew have its say alone, but for each
crew to take part in running various
events.  I still look forward to hearing
from any member of the Section who would
like to take an active part on the Council.

I hope to have the Rover / Ranger Handbook available early in 
1979 and I do hope that each Rover or Ranger is presented with one the
moment they join the crew as a squire. It is intended as a handbook 



for all and not just another book stuck in the corner of the RSL’s 
briefcase.  As I have I stated many times before, the big problem with
the section has been lack of suitable literature. Although the 
handbook will not be the complete answer I am sure that, if used 
correctly, it will give us the start we need.  It is your book; I am 
sorry that the price may seem a little high but it is not beyond the 
financial possibility of any Crew to purchase one per member.  I know 
that some Rovers expect to run their Crew on a shoestring; if we do 
then the only thing we will produce more often than not will be a 
shoestring.  So good reading, and good luck.

Finally, from all the section, let us thank Dr Paul Hindle who as
a Rover Scout took on the exacting job as National Commissioner of the
British FSE.  Under his leadership many of us have seen the FSE guided
from the shambles it undoubtedly was to the thriving: organisation it 
is today.  Coupled with this I am sure that, with me, you will wish 
Mr. Douglas Sharpe, who is Paul’s successor, every success in his new 
appointment.

Good Luck and Good Hunting,

Geoff Griffiths, Headquarters Commissioner
for Rover and Ranger Scouts

A HISTORY OF ROVER AND RANGER SCOUTS IN THE F.S.E.

This issue of Woodsmoke gives a history of Rover Scouting in the 
FSE from its beginning in 1971 and 1972 to the final months of 1978.  
The main part consists of notes, letters, and short articles written 
by various Rovers; dry facts have been kept to a minimum and usually 
only serve to link the rest.

PART I. 1971 – 1973

The FSE began to grow in the northern part of England in 1970 
with the formation of the 1st Lancashire Group.  They were joined in 
1971 by the 3rd and 5th Lancashire Groups, closely followed by the 7th 
Lancashire and the 207th Sheffield (Bents Green).  There were Rovers in
all these groups, usually warrant holders in other sections.  Rovers 
were mentioned in the early issues of Woodsmoke in 1971, they helped 
out at a northern province camp at Middlewood, did the Yorkshire Three
Peaks hike, and had a Christmas Camp.  But all these references were 
to a few individual Rover-s remnants from the late nineteen sixties. 
In a recent letter, Bob Downing says:

“(In February 1972) there were no Rover Crews in the FSE and the 
only Rovers were those who had been invested as Rovers in the 
Scout Association with the possible exception of John Rush and an
odd Rover in Dartford”

However, by the end of 1972, four of the FSE’s present Crews were 
established: 1st Lancashire Mohawks, 3rd Lancashire Shoshones, 5th 
Lancashire Seminoles, and 7th Lancashire Vikings.  They were not all 



well-established and only one, the Seminoles, could claim to have a 
Crew.

Seminole Rover Crew 1956 – 1978 and still going strong

The Seminole Crew was founded in 1956 by Fred ‘Skip’ Noblett and 
had its most notorious period over the next ten years.  It ceased to 
exist apart from a few officers and exiles sometime between 1968 and 
1970.  Then things began to happen.  The following extract is from the
booklet (Seminole 21) published on the 21st Anniversary of the Crew:

“In the early months of 1971 talks were held with the District 
Commissioner (Scout Association) and representatives of the 
European Scout Federation.  Beryl Barber eloquently put forward- 
the FSE’s position and on 19th April 1971 by a vote of 36 to 8 the
parents committee and other interested parties decided that St 
Andrews Scouts should join the FSE…  It came as a revelation to 
us that the FSE formed in the 1950s had not scrapped Rovering as 
the Scout Association had done…  (Later) several of the older 
Rovers were at Middlewood on that day in September 1971 when Tony
Kiveal and Frenchie Yates became the first Seminoles invested as 
Rovers in the FSE.  The Crew was officially re-formed on February
4th 1972…  it is typical that on the very next day the new Crew 
went for a weekend at the Rover Scout guest house of olde…  a new
chapter had begun.”

The Crew went through a second ‘good’ period culminating in a 21st 
Anniversary party in 1977 which was attended by 51 present and past 
members.  The Seminole Crew have been closely involved in the 
expansion of the FSE, and since 1971 four members have held office on 
the National Leaders’ Council.  They also provided the leaders for the
Shoshone and Trident Crews.  Although the Seminoles claim to have the 
first Crew in the FSE, the first Rovers (who are still with us) were 
in the 1st Lancashire.

1  st   Lancashire Mohawk Rover Crew – a short history  

by Beryl Barber

The 1st Lancs Mohawk Crew came into being on 1st May 1970 when the 
Group was registered with the FSE.  At that time it consisted of 
Scouters and was entirely self-motivated as we had no Rover Leader. We
managed to squeeze quite a lot of Rover Service in between all the 
other work that establishing a new group involved.. We drew up our own
constitution, based of course on B.P.’s books on Rovering as there was
absolutely no FSE literature about Rovers at that time.  Steve Botham 
and Paul Hindle were both very much involved but neither of them got 
round to taking out a warrant with the Group, and then Steve had to 
leave us due to business pressures. Finally Ray ‘Doc’ Grayshon became 
RSL with Phil Freeman as ARSL and on 13th October 1972 Doc and Paul 
were invested by Bob Downing then RSL of the Seminoles, in Radcliffe 
Old Tower where all our investitures have since been held.  The tower 
is the ruined remains of a very old, fortified manor-cum-farmhouse and



is reputedly haunted.  The locals certainly thought so on the 
occasions when we have been flitting about it with Tilley lamps at 
dead of night.  The ghost is said to be that of a young lady whose 
wicked and jealous stepmother had her butchered and made into a pie by
their cook, then served up to her father.

The next three years saw a regular flow of Rover Investitures 
which included myself, as most of the crew thought that since I had 
worked just as hard as anyone to establish both the group and the Crew
it was only fair to include me among the Rovers; it was an honour I 
have always taken very seriously.  After 1975 there was a lull in crew
activities and then Doc left us so we got even more into the doldrums 
until Ron Dutton joined us about two and a half years ago.  Since then
we have had an active bunch of Rover Squires with hopefully some more 
investitures in the very near future.

The 7th Lancashire changed their name to the 1st Trafford, and at a
later date provided, the first permanent Headquarters Commissioner for
the section.

A brief History of the 1  st   Trafford Rover Scout Crew   
(formerly 7  th   Lancs.)  

The Group was formed in November of 1971, with little more than 
two people no money, but a lot of Scout Spirit.  Within three months 
we had two thriving Wolf-Cub Packs, and a Troop of 24 Scouts; the 
natural thing to do to complete the “Scout Family” was to form a Rover
Scout Crew.

We hunted around and managed to obtain the nucleus of the Crew.  
To begin with we recruited people whom we hoped to convert to Rovering
ideals, but after two years this proved to be a great error, and we 
felt it better to struggle on with the small but reliable gang we had.
To date we have not had a permanent RSL, but we live in hope that the 
right person may come along – but better an empty house than a bad 
tenant.

We had now to decide on a name, and because of the European 
flavour and because of our close links with a German Scout Group in 
West Berlin over the past twelve years, we agreed to anglicize their 
name so “Stamm Normannen” became “Stamm Normannen Mk. 2.” or Viking 
Crew.  If my history is correct, the Vikings left behind them little 
to advance mankind in any way, by their culture or their crafts, but 
we hope that a Rover Crew so named will leave behind them something 
which any young man can be proud of, and we are looking to a brighter 
future.

by Bob Hannen.

One other group, the 207th Sheffield, Bents Green Rover Crew, 
spent a short spell in the FSE at around this time, and Geoff 
Tattersall, their GSM was for a few months HQ Commissioner for Rover 
Scouts.  They left the FSE to become an independent Scout Group and 



now have by all reports a thriving Rover Crew.  They are well known to
many groups in the North as organisers of the Bents Green Rover 
Challenge Hike, which will be reported, in the first Woodsmoke of 1979
(Issue 25, due out in March).

A National Rover Gathering and a Special Issue of Woodsmoke 
marked this rebirth of Rover Scouting in Lancashire.  The Gathering 
was the forerunner of many Conferences and Moots which were to begin 
as an idea at least, in 1974.  Part of the leaflet sent out to 
advertise the Gathering is reproduced, in this issue. The growth of 
the FSE and Rovering in the North of the country was matched 
unfortunately by a decline in the South.  To maintain contacts between
the northern groups, a magazine called WOODSMOKE NORTH was produced by
the Lancashire Province Rovers.  An explanation can be found in the 
editorial of Woodsmoke Issue 7:

“Following the Rover Issue of Woodsmoke which was brought out to 
coincide with the National Rover Gathering at Middlewood, a 
magazine was produced by the Lancashire Province Rovers.  This 
particular magazine was intended to help the various Lancashire 
Groups to keep in touch with each other.  The magazine was called
Woodsmoke North Mr. John Rush, who previously performed miracles 
to bring out the original Woodsmoke publications expressed the 
wish that Woodsmoke should continue and that he would give the 
Lancashire Rovers his blessing if they decided to take the job 
over from him.  The Rovers have taken up the challenge, and this 
magazine is the result, once more titled Woodsmoke.”

The magazine has had several major setbacks in the six years since 
then, but it is still going and is still produced largely by 
unwarranted Rover Scouts.  The Special Rover Issue of 1972 contained. 
almost twenty articles, and if I was asked to choose the one with the 
most universal appeal, I should choose The Saga of Danny Peg.



THE SAGA OF DANNY PEG

by Kevin Smith

Danny began life as a ‘nobody’.  He was just another two foot 
long tent peg in a huge family of such pegs living an ordinary tent 
peg life at the Royal Lancashire Showground, Blackpool. Ever since he 
was born (or, as a tent peg would say ‘whittled’) he had been doing 
the same old job, that of assisting his brothers and sisters to hold 
up one of the enormous marquees used each time a show was staged.  
When not required he was usually ‘laid off’ and piled in a shed to 
await his next assignment.  His was the original dead end job!  Then, 
of course, a tent peg's working life is a relatively short one.  Danny
had taken a terrific hammering over the years and had developed a 
migraine or splitting headache, which was getting worse each time he 
was used.  He knew the time was near when he would have to be made 
redundant.  There was no such thing as a home for old tent pegs; all 
he could expect was to end up on the woodpile.  Then in the autumn of 
1964 came the turning point in Danny's life, although at the time he 
was not aware of the fact.  Boy Scouts and Senior Scouts from all over
the country would be gathering to take part in the Blackpool Camporee.
As they would be cooking on wood fires all the old wood from the show 
ground was being gathered together ‘this is it then’ thought Danny the
time of … the woodpile!  Even as he thought this he was scooped up 
along with several members of his family and carried unceremoniously 
to the dreaded pile.  As he lay there thoughts of his childhood raced 
through his mind, bringing a splinter to his throat.  What a way to 
go!  He had heard stories of these Scouts and the atrocities they 
committed.  They would take a peg from the pile and start cutting huge
chunks out of it or carve their initials into the tender wood of its 
flanks.  Then they split it into fragments with erratic and usually 
misplaced blows from a murderous-looking axe, before finally placing 
it on a fire and splashing bacon fat on to it, or beans, or camp tea! 
The more sadistic Scouts would sometimes even give the peg the most 
feared of all tortures – the twist!  A grey coloured strait-jacket of 
dough and ashes would be wrapped and twisted along the whole length of
the hapless peg and left to harden and singe in the embers of a fire! 
What a way to go!

At last, the weekend of the Camporee arrived and before long 
hordes of Scouts descended on the woodpile.  Danny watched in horror 
as wood was removed from all around him.  Soon, too soon, it would be 
his turn!  Soon, too soon, it was his turn!  But here fate took a hand
for the Scouts that finally seized Danny by the throat and tugged him 
clear of the pile belonged to the world famous 2/278th (now called the 
3rd Lancashire) Senior Scout Troop, in search of suitable material, not
to burn, but to use in making a gateway.

Having a characteristic ‘morbid sense of humour’ the Seniors had 
decided to build a gallows as the entrance to their camp site and had.
found a beautiful black and white painted structure on the woodpile, 
in exactly the desired shape.  This had been duly erected – all that 
was missing was something, or someone, to hang!  This was where Danny 
came in.  He was escorted with full pomp and ceremony back to the camp
site and made ready for execution.  Not wishing him to die without a 



name he was called Danny.  Why is another story and one which seems to
have been forgotten.  However, the formalities over, the noose was 
placed around Danny's neck and up he went!  Being a tent peg, of 
course, he was totally used to having a rope around his neck and soon 
he actually began to enjoy himself, wafting about in the salt breeze, 
with the sun beating down from an azure sky.  The communal dustbin, 
which served some ten or twelve camp areas was commandeered and placed
at the foot of the gallows.  Anyone approaching the bin had first to 
‘pray for Dan’ by kneeling down and kissing the ground.  They were 
then allowed, to deposit their ‘offerings’ and to retreat with bowed 
heads.  Strange as it may seem everyone entered into the spirit of 
things and by the end of the weekend Danny's fans had spread 
throughout the Camporee.  Rubbish was brought from all over the site 
to Danny’s ‘offering box’ by young Scouts wishing to see this sight 
for themselves and take part in the ritual.  So seriously was it taken
by some that one night the Seniors were out walking when they passed a
camp site where the flag was being lowered.  A young Scout, dashing 
from his tent to join his brothers around the flag pole was taken to 
one side by the Seniors and told to ‘tell your Scoutmaster that Dan’s 
dead’.  The youngster carried out his instructions to a ‘t’ and to the
amazement and amusement of the Seniors lurking in the shadows the 
Scoutmaster called for two minutes silence before lowering the flag!  
After that, the phrase ‘Pray for Dan’ became a byword and could be 
heard wherever the Seniors went on the site.  So famous did he become 
in fact, that the Seniors were presented with a special pennant at the
end of the camp by the Committee for the tremendous entertainment they
had provided over the weekend.

On returning to Manchester, Danny was rewarded with a coat of 
paint.  He was first coated with a white gloss, then eyes, nose, and 
mouth were outlined in black and red.  His name was painted in bold 
black letters down his flanks and on his back where the immortal words
‘Pray for Dan’.  Danny was over the moon.  His luck had changed.  From
then on he accompanied the Seniors wherever they went.  He did have 
one nasty experience, by the way, at the 1965 Cheshire Senior Scouts 
Gathering.  He was kidnapped by the jealous Cheshire-ites and found 
the next day buried up to his neck in the communal grease pit!  Danny 
took all this in his stride, however.  After all, how many tent pegs 
can claim the distinction of having a canoe named after them?  He is 
now the mascot of the Shoshone Rover Crew and like his subjects, is 
looking forward to a future every bit as exciting as his immediate 
past.

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *



1972 Gathering 5th – 7th May Middlewood, Lancashire

1975 Moot 12th – 14th September Llanrwst, N. Wales

1976 Conference 27th – 29th February Cartmel, Cumbria

1976 Moot Tideswell, Derbyshire

1977 Conference 25th – 27th February Great Hucklow, Derbyshire

1977 Moot 30th Sept. – 2nd Oct. Giant’s Seat, Lancashire

1978 Conference 26th – 28th February Great Hucklow, Derbyshire

1978 Moot 29th Sept. – 1st Oct. Claverley, Salop



HISTORY PART II, 1974

At the National Assembly held in February 1974, Geoff Griffiths 
was elected Headquarters Commissioner for Rover and Ranger Scouts.  In
Geoff, with his sparkling wit and ability to bridge age gaps, the FSE 
has one of its most outstanding characters.  With his election the FSE
saw the beginning of an organised and active section whose aim was to 
establish a firm base from which Rovering could spread.  One of the 
first signs of growth came in a letter to Bob Downing which is printed
in the following extract from Seminole 21:

“Dear Mr. Downing, we would like to join the Seminole Rovers.  
Mr. A. Allatt suggested that we make enquiries with you.  It was 
signed by Julie Collinge, Lesley Birchenough, and Lynn Creathorn.
You could have knocked me over with a feather and the Crew felt 
very flattered.  The Seminoles have always been ‘men only’ but 
the girls were invited up to our meetings for a while until we 
could encourage some willing females to start a group of their 
own.  Eventually Yvonne Yates, Pauline May, and Maureen Davies 
stepped forward and the result was the 2nd Lancashire Inca Ranger 
Scouts.”

The Incas progressed well so that by 1978 the original six had 
increased to thirteen (including two of the originals) and several of 
the girls started Scout sections in the 2nd and 4th Lancashire Groups 
(see Woodsmoke 24).  Have you ever wondered what the FSE’s only Ranger
Crew do on their meeting nights?

A typical Meeting with the Incas

by Pauline May

At last the long awaited masterpiece.  We were fed up reading the
usual standard contributions by male chauvinists, so here it is:

One Friday evening as we were sitting making patchwork curtains 
(No Bob, not the knitting circle), and Christmas decorations, and 
waiting for the ceiling to fall down due to the excess weight of a 
certain article found lying around at the close of the last Rover / 
Ranger Moot – (Bang, Bang.  “No don't use that door, it’s broken, use 
the other one”).  Nimbo the elephant keeps turning his back on us 
along with Barrabas the knotted Owl.  Scouting paragraph coming up … 
After that short interlude for the brew.  “Coffee, chocolate or Oxo”, 
asked Helen.  The biscuits are not recommended; they have been hanging
around since the last moot.  “How do you like the mushroom ones”, – 
curtain squares that is.  Helen’s lengths are not the same.  What a 
pity they will have to be cut off.  Hold on – Frank’s losing her 
finger – a good opportunity to practice our first aid.  That crisis 
over, back to the job in hand.  We have not decided what the job in 
hand is yet, but when we find out we’ll let you know.  Oh dear, 
Frank’s just been denuded and the cold weather doesn’t help.



It’s unusually quiet tonight and the conversation is on occasion 
serious, discussing the latest developments in our Winter Project.  We
had better keep out of France for a while or we may be arrested for 
Treason.

A spare one has just been found so that the curtains can progress
further, (Bang, Bang.  Yet again.  “Don't use that door, it’s broken, 
use the other one”). They are a bit long aren’t they – this time the 
Christmas decorations are the culprit.  It’s amazing the contortions 
that usually sane people can adopt when decorating.  Voice in the 
background: “We will have to stick these up in three places.”  “Val, 
take you whatsits down”, shouts Frank (she gets everywhere).  Michael 
Crawford has nothing on this kid.  “Grab hold of this for me.”  Guess 
who said that?  Believe it or not this lot have to act like young 
ladies at the annual dinner dance.  Small wonder the Germans became 
confused when we were at camp.  Oh yes, the job in hand – I was going 
to write a masterpiece for Woodsmoke.  Oh well it will have to do 
another time.  By the way the door is still broken, and Frank’s just 
dropped another.

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

The other Crew to join this year was the Excalibur Rover Crew, 
formed from all the FSE groups in Clwyd.  The first Rovers were 
sponsored by members of the Seminole Crew and invested in 1974, but 
their origins were earlier:

The Excalibur Rover Crew

by Rhys Owen of Clwyd

At the beginning of 1973 a group of leaders and parents got 
together to form a Rover Crew.  After a lot of talk, we, all ten of 
us, decided to go ahead and form the Excalibur Rover Crew.  We were 
determined to go into it with our eyes wide open and accept that 
Rovers meant Service.

We had connections with the Social Services Department and found 
that a local family were in dire straits; we ended up decorating a 
house from top to bottom, and also advertising on health, hygiene, 
etc.  Shortly after this we were contacted again by Social Services 
and became agricultural experts.  We carried on like this for some 
time, but unfortunately enthusiasm began to wane quite a bit and we 
parted company with two or three.  However, being determined to keep 
up Scouting traditions, we carried on; and I was persuaded to lead the
Crew.  This I could not have done without such people as Roger Hector,
Keith Smith, and Chris Green.

In 1975 we had the privilege of running a Rover Moot at Llanrwst,
and suffered the ignominy of being taught how to sing the Welsh 
National Anthem by some ‘foreigners’ from Manchester, and narrowly 
missed winning the Service (National Rover) Trophy, but of course like
everyone else we all enjoyed the weekend.  During recent months Renee 
Green, Eileen Taylor, and Sandra Arnold have been invested as Rovers, 



and two older Scouts, Chris and John, have become Rover Squires.  This
influx of course has given us great encouragement.

I have recently handed over the leadership of the Crew to Chris 
Green, and I wish him every success, while I retain an active part 
myself.  King Arthur withdrew the magic sword, Excalibur, from the 
rock, and it was returned to the Lake on his death.  We, having drawn 
the sword, do not intend to lay it down.

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

The Shoshones were the third Crew to be formed in 1974.  Their 
name had been going about since early in 1971 when the 3rd Lancashire 
Group joined the FSE, and they were officially formed in February 
1972, but until 1974 there was no recognisable Crew.  Ged Keeley 
describes his involvement in the Crew in this short note reprinted 
from Woodsmoke, Issue 14:

What a Mistake

The first mistake I made was the night my son came home with an 
invitation to attend a Scouts Parents Committee, so my neighbour and I
went along.  After some discussion the parents were asked if they 
would like to join the committee.  My neighbour talked me into joining
though I was not very keen; mind you, he has not attended a meeting 
since.  Some time later I was asked by Bob Downing and other members 
of the Seminole Crew to join them, but I said I was too busy, so I was
invited to go to their meetings any time, which I did.  Mistake number
two, because it was not long before I found myself in the Scout Shop 
buying a uniform.

Time went on with buying boots for hiking, sleeping bags for 
camping out, and I soon found. myself short of breath on Great Gable 
where before I was out of breath going upstairs.  Also playing games 
like poison with the Rovers and breaking my wrist.

Then came my third mistake.  I was standing outside the local 
tavern under a full moon, at peace with the world, with a glass of the
local tonic water and twenty minutes to closing time when one of the 
Seminoles, Jeff Kiveal, said something which sounded like “It’s a 
great night tonight”, and I said “Yes”, but what he really said was 
“Would you like to become Rover Scout Leader at the 3rd Lancs”.  So 
here I am only two or three years before having no time for Scouting, 
and now having no time for anything else.  Thinking back, maybe I only
made one mistake: and that was not making all the other mistakes 
earlier.

The Shoshone Rover Crew – 1974 to Who Knows

by Ged Keeley

How do you write down the history of a Rover Crew?  How do you 
describe the many friends you have made and the great times you have 
had with them?  Looking through my log of the Crew I picked out these:



The help Bob Downing gave the Crew to get us started.  Mind you, 
I think Bob must have a hand in most of the crews in Manchester.

The Christmas parties in the HQ.  And what parties: soup, roast 
chicken, spuds, veg. apple pie, ice cream, mince pies, bursting at the
seams then having to play non-stop table tennis.

Our Crew ‘posh nosh’ birthday parties where we all wear suits and
ties and even use knives and forks.

At some of our meetings:

“Cleaning the HQ for the Christmas Fair by washing down the walls
and ending up with everything soaking wet, including ourselves.  
Removing the old ceiling and putting up a new.  All you could see
of the Crew was the whites of our eyes.  The tea and coffee in 
dirty cups with too much milk in mine.  Spending a weekend 
digging a garden and filling two skips with rocks and rubble, and
getting a donation besides backache and blisters.  The camps: 
Chesterfield, Llanrwst, Derbyshire, Middlewood, Yorkshire Rally, 
Giant’s Seat, and Claverley.  The main thing that sticks out is 
the great demand for tonic water at Giant’s Seat.”

The Conferences:

• Middleton, Raven 1974 – sleeping in classrooms or trying to;
• Cartmel 1976 – too much talking and too many sheep using our camp

site before us;
• Great Hucklow 1977 – snow, good food, warmth, and a tuck shop;
• Great Hucklow 1978 – winning the trophy for the best 

entertainment and being awarded the National Rover / Ranger 
Trophy.

Investing the Crew on Bosley Cloud, Roughlea, Kinder Downfall, 
Ashworth Valley, Hollins Cross, and Great Hucklow.

Rover / Ranger Challenge Trophy:

• Beating the Seminoles at Piano Smashing;
• Running or swimming down the River Dent;
• Beating the Seminoles on the Three highest peaks in Britain;
• Losing to the Tridents at fishing and 10,001 darts.

All these are memories, but I am now looking forward to meeting new 
friends and having a few more great times before long.  See you 
around.

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

At the National Assembly of the FSE held in Manchester on 13th of 
October, 1974, Geoff Griffiths proposed that in the future there would
be a weekend.  Rover / Ranger Conference, a Rover / Ranger Moot and a 
National Rover / Ranger Trophy.  The same Assembly accepted the Rover 
rules and constitution which were later to appear in the FSE’s 
Handbook Volume III issued by the Leaders’ Council in February 1975.  



Geoff Griffiths probably did not realise how soon and how successfully
his hopes of Conference, Moot, and Trophy would come about.  All three
are now a basic part of FSE Scouting.

National Rover Trophy

The rules governing the award of the trophy (which is a handsome 
shield made in 1975 by Vic Henry) were laid down by the National Rover
Council on 11th June 1975.  The trophy is awarded to the Crew showing 
the most adventurous activity and best item of service during the 
year.  Originally the winners were decided at the National Rover 
Council in which each Crew had two votes and the HQ Commissioner had 
the casting vote in the case of a tie.  However, objections were 
raised later that this procedure required Crews to ‘Blow their own 
trumpet’ at the Rover Council – something that nobody wanted to do, 
and. furthermore that Crews might be tempted to put on spectacular 
events just to gain the trophy.  Eventually the decision was put in 
the hands of the HQ Commissioner for Rovers, who after carefully 
considering all the reports and facts would most probably make the 
best choice.  The trophy was awarded for the first time at the 
Nant-y-Rhiw Moot. The following Crews have held it:

Seminole Rover Crew 1975
Inca Ranger Crew 1977
Shoshone Rover Crew 1978

Conferences and Moots

A list of all the FSE’s Conferences and Moots can be found 
somewhere in this issue beneath a copy of part of the leaflet sent out
to advertise the first National Rover Gathering in 1972.  The first 
moot was organised nationally by Geoff Griffiths and Steve Botham (who
later became the National Rover / Ranger Scribe) and locally by the 
Excalibur Rover Crew.  Woodsmoke Issue 13 reports:

“For Rovers it was the event of the year and they arrived from 
Manchester, Rhyl, Halifax, Shoreham, Bury, Middleton, etc.  There
had been a very good turn out for a highly successful weekend and
as everyone left Nant-y-Rhiw their one thought was: When is the 
next?”.

And the next came in February 1976 when Steve Botham and Geoff 
Griffiths organised the first Conference at the Venture Forth Base in 
Cartmel, Cumbria.  The same team did the 1977 and 1978 Conferences at 
the Unitarian Holiday Centre, Great Hucklow in Derbyshire.  Nothing 
competes with these weekends.  You get proper beds, good food cooked 
for you, a gymnasium, and a comfortable common room, cheerful and
obliging staff, all for a very reasonable price.  So enjoyable were
these weekends that the 1979 Conference is planned for the same place.

The Moots have been organised by local Crews: in 1976 by the 
Pyenot and Sherwood Crews; in 1977 by the Shoshones and the Seminoles;
and in 1978 by the Wanderers.  All the Moots are camps, usually on 



excellent sites but invariably subject to atrocious weather.  They are
usually open to Rovers and Rangers or their equivalent in any Scouting
organisation.

(Note: Moot means a gathering, assembly, or meeting.  It is an 
old word, not much used these days.  An example of its use can be 
found in Keswick in the Lake District where the ancient assembly hall 
is called the Moot Hall.)

The final article in this section is from Steve Botham who as 
everyone will agree has done so much for Rovering in the FSE.

What Rovering Means
By Steve Botham

It was snowing.  I sat in front of the window eating my toast and
laughing till tears rolled down my face at the postman as he went bum 
over apex on everybody’s driveway.  Then he came to us with a letter 
franked Loughborough.  The laugh turned to a grin.  I opened it and 
noticed the signature.  Grin reduced to a smile.  It was Geoff Squire 
asking for an article based on my favourite spare time hobby.  I took 
it he meant Rovering.

What does Rovering mean to me?  It means a brotherhood of men; 
responsible and. mature in their outlook, yet retaining an atmosphere 
of adventure.  Our crews take part in, and sometimes specialise in, 
activities that no sane human being would be seen dead doing.  Things 
like potholing, sewing, mountaineering, sheep shearing, wind surfing, 
drinking, and helping young ladies to find the Rovering track.  It 
strikes me that a great deal of the latter two goes on in the FSE.

What is the Rovering trail?  Many Rovers and Scouts believe it is
the well-trodden track between the meeting place and the nearest pub. 
We have gained the reputation of being a lecherous bunch of beer 
swilling, rowdy trophy-nickers.  But lets sit down and think for a 
minute.  The trail that B.-P. outlined for us in Rovering To Success 
is very difficult to follow in this day and age.  But the FSE has 
always boasted that we brought Scouting up to date in such a way that 
B.-P. would rest in that Great Moot at the end of his trail.  Surely 
we can do the same for Rovering.  If we have to drink and smoke, do it
in moderation.  I have seen and heard of Rovers, Squires, and Scouts 
smoking on parade, in church grounds, and in uniform.  This is 
absolutely irresponsible.  Some may think it is tough and adult to 
drink until paralytic, but it is a sign of weakness when one does not 
know one’s limit.

Rover conferences and moots are usually well behaved but there is
always the irresponsible group that have to go too far.  For example, 
who would like the memory of a Rover Investiture in a most offensive 
and inappropriate place as has happened very recently.

Now let us look to the future and learn by our mistakes.  We have
to make them in order to know the right track.  The first National 
Rover event in 1979 is the Rover / Ranger Conference in February.  In 
years gone by, individuals have complained of the cost, but when 



compared with other everyday expenses the cost is very reasonable.  
Just for one weekend a year at least, put Rovering first and come and 
enjoy yourself.  It is you that make Rover Conferences and Moots 
successful, not the organisers.  They are there to take the knocks and
to worry about the smooth running of the event.  Finally, I should 
like to leave you with. a famous Chinese proverb: Confucius he say 
‘One thing better than friend in need – that is helping him’.

REMEMBER

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

ROVER / RANGER WINTER PROJECT COMPETITION

The Rover / Ranger Winter Project Competitions were thought up by
Bob Downing.  He presented his ideas at the February 1978 Conference 
at Great Hucklow where they were discussed and accepted as a useful 
part of Rovering in the FSE.  Their aim is to give the Crews something
to build Winter activities around.  Altogether there are five 
categories: Scoutcraft, national affairs, hobbies, culture, and 
international affairs.  In Bob’s drawing opposite, the categories are 
shown symbolised on the Project Shield which has been hand-made to his
usual superb standard by Victor Henry.  The Shield will be awarded to 
the Crew with the most points over the five individual projects.

The title of each category has been clearly specified, but the 
way each is tackled is up to the Crews themselves.  Taken as a whole 
they should provide considerable scope for Crews or individual members
to bring out their artistic or literary talents.  Not that you have to
be a wizard with the pen or a master of form and perspective to enter.
The projects can be done in almost any form: spoken onto tapes, stuck 
in scrapbooks, made out of wood, metal, or clay.  In the Scoutcraft 
category, a leaflet is to be produced describing a nature trail; it 
should contain a map, and notes on plants, animals, buildings, rocks, 
and any other articles of interest along the way.  The National 
Affairs section is concerned with striking and the relative power of 
different sections of society.  Hobbies involves several things 
including making a boomerang.  Under Culture, at least half the Crew 
have to go to a symphony concert, opera, or ballet, and for 
International Affairs the subject is the politics of a named European 
country.

The competition started on 1st September 1978, and the first 
project was to be handed in two months later.  One of the other 
projects should be completed before the end of each subsequent month 
until 31st March 1979 when the competition ends.  Individual trophies 
will be awarded to the winners of each category.  Two of these are 
shown below the Shield, and a drawing of a third – a carved bird of 
prey can be found in Woodsmoke Volume 4/78.  Any models, tapes, and 
demonstrations can be used by the FSE for displays, and will be on 
show at the National Assembly and the Rover / Ranger Conference.  
Written contributions can achieve everlasting fame by being published 
in Woodsmoke.  All Crews in the FSE were sent details of the 
competition; anyone else interested can write to Bob Downing at 47 
Chapel Hill Drivel Blackley, Manchester.







THE NATIONAL ROVER / RANGER CHALLENGE TROPHY

A POTTED HISTORY

The trophy originated as an idea of a few members of the Seminole
Crew, early in 1975 (or maybe later '74).  A trophy in the form of a 
statue of St. George was obtained, but this was in Dave Williams’ car 
when it was stolen.  The car was recovered by not, alas, the trophy. 
Paul Hindle (then National Commissioner) had been given another trophy
by Charlie Booth and friends (1st Yorkshire Group) which consisted. of 
a Brass FSE finial mounted on a wooden plinth.  Paul handed this over 
to replace the stolen one and so the contest came into being.

RULES

1. Challenges must be sent in letter form to the holders.
2. The holders have one calendar month to provide a written reply 

to the challengers.
3. Once a challenge is accepted the holders have three months in 

which to complete the challenge.
4. Challenges must be accepted (or refused) in the order in which 

they are received.
5. In the case of two challenges in quick succession; if the first 

challenge is lost then the second one is passed on to the new 
holders.

6. To be a legal challenge, both the holders and the challengers 
must attempt the same event if both crews fail to complete the 
challenge the holders retain the trophy.

7. A refusal to accept a challenge will involve the holders in 
handing over the trophy to the challengers, providing that the 
challengers complete their part of the challenge.

8. Ridiculous challenges may be referred to the HQ Commissioner 
(Rovers) for a decision on their validity.

9. Crews cannot win the trophy with a challenge previously used.
10. A second challenge by the same crew cannot be delivered until 

after the completion of the first one.
11. A Log Book must be kept with the trophy and particulars of crews

involved, dates, challenges, results, and. winners names entered
in it.

CHALLENGES

September 13  th   1975    Seminole Crew (5th Lancs) becomes the first holder 
of the Trophy at Llanwrst Rover Moot.  Challenge from Excalibur Crew 
(1st Clwyd) “To sing the 1st and 3rd verse of the English and Welsh 
National Anthems, in Welsh”.

January 18  th   1976    Shoshone Crew (3rd Lancs) takes Trophy from Seminoles
(gasp!)  The challenges:- “A piano smashing contest (seven men per 
team) all the pieces to be passed through a standard toilet seat.  
Fastest team to win”. Times: Shoshone 12 mins, Seminoles 22 mins.

January 19  th   1976    Shoshone Crew accepts challenge from Mariner Crew 
(3rd Yorks) inherited from Seminoles:- “A race, on foot, down the 



centre of the River Dee, Dentdale, Yorks from Cassa Dud to Dent 
Village Road Bridge (3 miles)”.

March 20  th   1976    Mariner Crew withdraws from Challenge.

April 3  rd   1976    Shoshones retain trophy by completing their part of 
challenge.

March 13  th   1977    Trident Crew (11th Lancs) land trophy after beating 
Shoshones 5-1 in a Fishing Contest.

August 10  th   1977    Seminoles regain trophy by defeating Tridents by 
‘300-0D to 200-0D’ at ‘University Challenge’ questions set by Inca
Ranger Crew.

August 12  th   1977    Seminoles inherit a challenge (from Tridents) by 
Shoshones:- “A race, starting and finishing in Manchester, taking in 
the Summits of Snowden (Wales), Scafell Pike (England) and Ben Nevis 
(Scotland)” Challenge accepted.

September 18  th   1977    Shoshones become first crew to hold trophy three 
times by winning “3 Peaks of Britain Race”.  September 18th was also 
the third Anniversary of Shoshone Crew.  Times: Shoshones 28½ hours, 
Seminoles 39 hours 

May 17  th   1978    Shoshones throw away trophy to The Tridents (yet again) 
the challenge: ”10,001 Darts Match”  Tridents win by 845 points!  
Scoring by Viking Crew (7th Lancs).

October 1978 In the absence of a challenge from any other crews the 
Shoshones challenged the Tridents to a ‘201-UP Match’  As Darts has 
already been used this is to be lengths of a local Swimming Baths.  
Date to be agreed on.

Compiled by K. Smith.

Rover / Ranger History Part III 1975-78

By the end of 1975, the Rover section had organised its first 
moot, had awarded the National Trophy and Challenge Trophy for the 
first time, and had been joined by three other crews: the Sherwood, 
Mariner, and Pyenot.  Richard Hyde (the current Assistant National 
Commissioner) writes of his own crew:

“The Sherwood Rover Crew was originally in the B.P. Scouts.  They
joined the FSE after a disagreement with the Chairman at an 
A.G.M. of the B.P. Scouts.  The Sherwood Crew has been 
represented at almost all FSE events.  Members come from all 
parts of the country; some are in the Services, others are 
students, etc.  The aims of the Crew are to provide a central 
information service and to keep lone Rovers in touch with each 
other.”

The origins of the Mariner and Pyenot Crews are told by their Leaders:



Mariner Rover Crew

The Crew was formed in 1975 by a group of Scouters from the 1st 
Halifax (Mixenden) Group, later to be known as the 3rd Yorkshire FSE 
Marine Scout Group.  (I hold the only warrant as R.S.L. and intend to 
carry on holding the warrant despite the fact that I am National 
Commissioner.)

Although it is attached to a Marine Scout Group the Crew take 
part in all the outdoor activities of Scouting such as walking, 
camping, caving, climbing, etc., and is not sea-orientated in any way.
One of the main objectives of the Mariners has been to make the 
Yorkshire Rally ‘one of the best’, and a regular event in the FSE 
year.  We must admit that last year we received. a great deal of help 
from the 1st/2nd Yorkshire Group, and in future the Yorkshire Rally will
be run as a Province effort.  We have attained our object: the 
Yorkshire Rally is now established.

Though small in number you will find a ‘Mariner’ somewhere at all
the National events of the FSE.  The Crew are great believers in 
provincial and national get-togethers in the FSE, and if invited we 
shall always try to attend.  To our many friends in the Lancashire 
Rover and Ranger Crews – we always like to cross the Yorks / Lancs 
border (show our passports?) and attend as many of your events as we 
can; but we still keep a wary eye for those Lancashire ant-hills.

Doug Sharpe (RSL)

Doug also suggested that the Rover Crew Prayer might find a place in
this issue:

Rover Crew Prayer

Bless, Oh Lord, We Beseech Thee,
These Our Rover and Ranger Scout Crews,
That in Love and Fellowship We may Serve Our Fellow Men.
Give Us Courage, Wisdom, and Love.
Make us Ready and Quick to Help Others,
and Grant That at All Times We May Be Worthy Of Our Promise;
Through Jesus Christ Our Lord, Amen.

Notes on Pyenot Rovers

Pyenot Rovers were formed in December 1972 along with a Senior 
Scout Troop which was the basis for the 1st Derbyshire B-P Scouts 
Group.  Cubs and Scouts followed in March 1973.  The group developed 
in this roundabout way because it was formed by amalgamation and 
transfer from the Scout Association of Chesterfield’s two largest 
Venture Scout Units – the Talisman and Zulu.  The reason for the 
transfer was total dissatisfaction with Venture Scouting and the Scout
Association’s dictatorial methods and attitudes.  We transferred to 
the FSE in Sept or Oct 1975 for similar reasons, being dissatisfied 
with the high-handed undemocratic system operating within the Baden-
Powell Scouts Association.  The Crew regards its independence and 



self-determination as vital and will not bow down to any higher 
authority with which it does not agree. This does not mean that the 
Crew cannot exist within an Association, providing that Association 
allows independent thought and action within a laid down set of rules.

The choice of name, Pyenot, is slightly harder to explain.  Most 
names and nicknames concerning organisations based in Chesterfield 
revolve around the twisted spire on the Parish Church.  We did not 
wish to follow this common practise, so we looked into local history 
and came up with Pyenot – the Derbyshire name for a magpie.

Slightly before William of Orange became King of England a group 
of Derbyshire aristocrats and important personages met in a 
Chesterfield pub, the Cock and Pyenot, and wrote a letter inviting him
to invade and assuring him of their support.  For this act they were 
charged with treason, but nothing happened to them as William won.  A 
magpie is now part of Chesterfield’s coat-of-arms and we felt that 
naming our Crew after a treasonable act and a public house was very 
fitting, hence ‘Pyenot Rovers’.

In our six years of existence we have organised three national 
Rover Moots, two folk festivals, numerous local camps, expeditions, 
journeys etc., helped local organisations, including the probation 
service, travelled thousands of miles and assisted with national and 
local events all over the country, I feel that we are performing a 
worthwhile service to our community and are contributing to the future
success of Rover Scouting both locally and nationally.

Best wishes from all in Chesterfield,
Gerry Worthy.

In 1975 Mr Victor Henry joined the FSE after a lifetime of 
Scouting in other associations.  In the three years since then he has 
had an outstanding influence on the FSE in a subtle way; for Vic, 
although blind, still manages to travel long distances, often alone, 
to attend national gatherings and the craftsmanship evident in the 
trophies he makes is a constant marvel.  People outside Scouting ask 
Victor why he makes these long journeys alone from the South coast; he
replies that it is for the fellowship which he finds among Scouts of 
our association.

Rovering to Success or Otherwise

by Victor Henry

One or two of my close friends have often said to me that 
Scouting is played out.  My reply is always to reaffirm my belief in 
it and to reply that it is far from being played out.  Have you ever 
experienced being alone with your thoughts and had doubts come 
flooding into your mind when people have spoken to you in such a way? 
One of the friends who has said this to me was himself a Scouter for 
many years and I do respect his opinions generally for he is a man of 
fair experience.  A commissioner friend with whom I worked a great 



deal once said to me “Rovers will always let you down”.  I am not sure
of agreement with him either, but surely B.P. in his book Rovering to 
Success shows us very clearly why young men entering upon manhood may,
as my friend put it, let you down.  All of us of senior age can 
remember how we in our late teens rushed into life with such 
confidence, feeling we knew just how to cope with any situation.  
Feeling that we were now on the threshold of full life we were eager 
to put the world right if need be.  Of course oft times we were wrong 
because of our lack of experience.

Many of my Rover friends will recall the coming of the A.P.R. – 
or change of image in the Scout Association – when Rovering was 
dropped. completely after having a chequered existence with so many 
variations of age-range and conditions of service.  This was surely 
the heaviest blow of all, and I can only say how thankful I am that we
now have our European Association with its Rover Section reformed.  
But we must surely be more positive and forthright, never complacent, 
but must use every effort to bring the ranks up to greater strength 
much faster.  We need men who will lead our Crews so that they will 
seek for the right things and not be led away from the principles set 
out in the Founder’s Book.

May I speak especially to our younger Rovers.  Remember that 
there are always forces of evil in our land and recent events have 
shown that this is very much so today. It will always be my belief 
that the events of 1966 were a result of forces not friendly to our 
country – our movement being about the largest one there was for young
men.  Many of our Rovers will not have been around in the years just 
before the start of the Second World War.  But Adolf Hitler in his 
organisation had a youth movement.  He once approached Baden-Powell to
ask if his youth movement could be incorporated into the Scout 
movement.  Baden-Powell replied that if Hitler’s movement would change
their rifles for staves, it could be considered.  Needless to say no 
such arrangement was even thought about.  There are many dragons for 
our St. George to fight in this world of ours today and the call for 
vigilance cannot be overstressed.  May I make an appeal to every young
Rover in our Association today to be steadfast and in your service 
forget yourself entirely, and moreover get your friends to see your 
point of view and to join forces with you.  Do be proud to wear your 
uniform as often as possible.  Remember that the public still set 
great store by Scouts; on the Remembrance Day Parade of last year, 
some of our Crews received special applause from the people assembled.
en route.  I am in the beginnings of leading in a young Crew and we 
are indeed having a tough time because they are finding it hard to 
accept the principles of the real essence of Rovering.  They cannot 
forget themselves and serve, and I am wondering if I am going to win. 
I am also having a bit of difficulty in persuading them that our 
uniform, spartan though it is, is still honoured by the general 
public.

A very fine picture was published in the 195Os of a photograph 
taken at a world Rover Moot showing a line abreast of some dozen 
Rovers of all nationalities in their differently coloured uniforms, 
arm in arm striding up a hill on their camp site.  I wonder if we 
shall see anything like it again.  Thanks to the recent conference at 



Brussels, we now have a much closer working relation with our brother 
Scouts in Europe.  The fact that a Jamboree has been planned for 1980 
means that the picture I have just referred to might well be seen 
again.  There is one thing, Rovers, that you can do to prepare for 
this, and that is get correspondence going with some of the lads in 
other countries so that you are ready, and the meeting will be fuller 
and more exciting.  Let us have three times our present number of 
Rovers by the time the 1980 Jamboree comes.

May I ask God’s blessing on all our Rovers, and in His strength 
and with His help may you all go forward to greater things in the 
coming year; and here’s to 1980.

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

In 1976 Arthur Allatt, who was Assistant Rover Scout Leader of 
the Seminoles, went over to the 11th Lancashire to reform the once 
famous Trident Rover Crew.  In the words of one of the lads:

“The 11th were in desperate need of a Rover Leader – someone with 
a few years experience in Scouting with the FSE.  We put the word
around and very soon Mr Arthur Allatt offered us his services as 
Rover Leader.”

Members of the Trident Crew, distinguished by their unusual 
neckerchief, have attended most national moots, camps, and rallies 
since they were reformed.

There was no other addition to the section until the Wanderers 
Crew of Wolverhampton (1st/2nd West Midlands) joined in 1977.

The Wanderers Rover / Ranger Crew

Several members of the crew had been involved in Scouting for a 
long time, until just after the Advance Party Report.  When the Crew 
started in 1975 there were just three – Pete, Keith and Peg – and 
after one and a half years (which was spent in another association) 
they joined the FSE with five invested Rovers or Rangers and one 
Squire.  Since then two more Rangers have joined and they now have 
seven Rover Squires and four Ranger Squires.  The Crew have had a 
great influence on the FSE in the short time that they have been in.  
They ran the Moot at Claverley last year and Pete Ward (their RSL) has
taken over and revitalised the Uniform and Equipment Service.  I 
gained some impression of Pete’s ideas on Rover Scouting during a 
conversation we had in December:

He believes that the FSE is not outgoing enough, and that there 
are two many isolated pockets of a few groups who do not seem to want 
to make our form of Scouting more widely known.  He is also concerned 
with the indolence and careless attitude shown by some groups and 
Crews in the FSE.  It is clear to him that for our Association to 
achieve anything, there must be more effort; Rover Scouting should 
become a way of life.  Rovering to him is the message laid down in 
1908 whose object is to produce a logically thinking, compassionate 
and emotive citizen.  Morals and minds haven’t changed since then, so 



Rover Scouting should still be able to bring about fellowship and 
regard for other people.  I asked whether the Crew were satisfied with
the way things were run in the FSE.  His view is that, provided the 
national administration is straight and fair, national Scouting 
‘politics’ is of little importance compared with the real Scouting 
which goes on at the level of the Group.  He believes strongly in 
Groups and Crews protecting what they believe in and stand for; he 
would stand up for his Crew just as he would stand up for and fight 
for his country (with a gun) if he had to.

The Group have the distinction of having the deepest Scout – in 
the world – Tony Mathews.  Tony has worked (sailed?) in several 
submarines including HMS Alliance and HMS Sovereign, and now works in 
the new deep-diving S-boats which go down in excess of 1,000 feet.  He
even played football on the ice of the North pole when the Sovereign 
once broke through to the surface.  He was invested as a member of the
FSE in December 1978 and will become a Rover in time, and help spread 
FSE Scouting around the world and under the sea.

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

Four people who have done a great deal for Rover Scouting in the 
FSE were asked to write something for this special issue.  Geoff 
Griffiths kindly supplied the opening letter; Steve Botham and Vic 
Henry have given us something to think about and act on.  Bob Downing 
(once a Rover Scout Leader) gives us a prophesy.

A Look into the Future of Rovering by Prophet of Doom

The Editor of Woodsmoke asked me to look into the future and 
predict what lies ahead for Rover and Ranger Crews within the FSE.  
Knowing a little about the craft of the North American Indian 
medicine-man, I gathered together my buffalo horn headdress, herb 
tobacco calumet, and ceremonial rattle, and then contemplated the 
future.

It is doubtful that Rovers and Rangers in the FSE will ever top 
the 3OO mark.  Probably the crest of the wave is already past, and 
this points to a future downward trend.  There will be a continuing 
decline in interest in Rovering.  The few exceptions will be the 
result of good leadership and not because of an upsurge of enthusiasm 
from the younger Rovers.  Rover Leaders have to make the programme 
work by bringing up essential items of equipment, and by tempering 
some of the ‘pie in the sky’ ideas produced infrequently by the 
programme committee.  A good leader is the prerequisite of a good 
Crew, without one the Crews will struggle and die out as have many 
Venture Scout Units.  Without constant pushing, the Crew members of 
the future will be ineffective as the results of this year’s Winter 
Project Competitions will probably prove.  It is significant that the 
superb response received from two Crews just happens to have come from
the Crews who have won the National Rover Trophy in 1977 and 1978 – 
who says the HQ Rover Commissioner doesn’t know what he is doing?  It 
still remains to be said that there has been a lack of interest in 
something that forty-odd people professed to be interested in last 
February.







People look at the way churches are closing throughout the 
country in hundreds and feel that perhaps the old standards and values
have become redundant and no longer wanted by the country’s youth.  
The average person in this country will be even more lazy and 
dishonest if they think they can get away with it without being 
noticed.  Our modern youth is a waste of time and the older generation
is of the opinion that we are slowly going down the nick.  I am too of
this opinion and fear for the future.  This is probably a sign of my 
reaching middle age, although I don’t think Geoff Griffiths, our HQ 
Rover Commissioner will disagree too much when he considers the 
interest shown in the National Rover Council.  Steve Botham, who has 
valiantly attempted. to drum up interest in successive Rover / Ranger 
Conferences would also have a word or two to say.  We are certainly 
getting our fair share of deadlegs 

It grieves me to have to predict such a future, but there are 
however one or two younger members of the FSE that give me a glimmer 
of hope for the future of Rovering.  I say this realising that I may 
be blinding myself into believing that there were more Rovers in the 
past who made Rovering a way of life than there are now.  Perhaps 
there have always been only a few who have become the nucleus around 
which organisations such as ours have revolved.  The FSE certainly has
‘the few’ available.  I only hope that they can carry the rest of us 
through into the 21st Century.

R.H. Downing.

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

Some say that the Rover and Ranger Crews of the FSE are getting a
bad name for their bouts of tribal warfare some of which have been 
reported in recent issues of this magazine.  Others don’t agree; they 
say that there’s nowt wrong with a bit of a laugh, and say also that 
Rovers can’t go telling Woodsmoke readers all about their good deeds. 
However, the editor has decided that the next article will be the last
word on both trophy-pinching and reprisals resulting from trophy-
pinching.  The author writes under a false name, but it shouldn’t be 
too hard to guess who he is.

TRUCE

It was a dark overcast night as the two opposing sides faced. 
each other across the bridge.  A light drizzle fell from the sodden 
sky, sparkling occasionally as a slight breeze wafted the veil of 
droplets through the stark paths of light which radiated from the 
spotlights and illuminated no-man’s land in the centre of the bridge. 
Slowly, the two groups of people stepped onto the causeway and moved. 
towards one another.  Tension mounted as the moment of the exchange 
drew nearer.  On either side the prisoners were made ready, mere pawns
in the struggle between the two factions.  At last, both groups 
reached the table set up across the dividing line.  Documents were 
signed by both sides – a short simple action bringing to an end years 
of conflict.  The pact was completed with the exchange of prisoners, 
then, chatting happily together, the two sides, united at last by a 
common bond, set off in search of a chippy.



The classic secret agent exchange?  That at least was the idea 
which the Shoshones had in mind when we decided to invite the Incas to
sign a peace treaty and to exchange prisoners in the form of various 
trophies.  Unfortunately, the nearest we could come to no-man’s land 
was the public footbridge across the dual carriageway section of the 
A576 alongside Heaton Park, Blackley, Manchester.  The spotlights were
thoughtfully provided by Manchester City Council and the table and 
chairs by Ged (Shoshone RSL).  We’re not sure who provided the 
drizzle.  Anyway, six members of the crew climbed up to the causeway 
from one side of the road and the two Incas (the rest were on a first 
aid course) approached from the other.  We reached the top together 
and naturally enough our side of the bridge had a large and 
ingeniously disguised puddle on it.  The table and chairs were set up 
in the middle of the bridge.  As if by arrangement the drizzle 
practically stopped, but to compensate for this a strong wind sprang 
up.  From this experience a new method of finding the wind direction 
has developed.  All you need is an exposed bridge and a pair of shorts
with baggy legs to act as wind funnels.  The direction, velocity, and 
even the temperature of the wind becomes immediately apparent.  
Meanwhile, back to the plot.  Despite cars zooming past below and the 
odd incredulous glance from people silly enough to be out walking 
their dogs at that particular time, the treaty was signed and trophies
were exchanged.  We then returned to our den where we had a fish and 
chip supper and a quiz on trees (those searching for a connection are 
seriously advised not to).

Now then, having taken great delight in spoiling the story for 
you by telling what happened on the last page, I suppose I’d better 
tell you how it started.

If Chivalry Isn’t Dead – It Ought To Be

It started like this.  One of the FSE’s lesser known trophies is 
‘The Snoopy’. This is presented in theory to the winners of spasmodic 
contests between the Shoshone and Inca Crews.  On one such occasion 
several years ago at the Shoshone HQ, it happened.  Being perfect 
gentlemen we allowed the Incas to use our den to get changed in.  
Sometime after the contest, we realised that several items were 
missing.  Chief among them was our beloved leader’s drinking mug, 
bought specially for him by his wife.  In order to save Ged’s marriage
we naturally had to retaliate and of course to go one (or more) 
better.  We repeatedly made requests for the return of our property, 
each of which was met with the expected “No”.  We had, however, 
already decided on a course of action.  After a couple of months of 
patient waiting we eventually got hold of a key to the Incas’ room in 
St. Andrew’s Church Hall.  And so it was that one warm sunny evening 
in the spring of ‘77 we arrived at the Incas’ HQ.  We came in a large 
van owned and driven by ‘a friend’ and we removed all chairs, carpets…
in fact everything that was moveable or moved… from the room.  In the 
centre of the now bare den we left a box of a well-known brand of 
chocolates together with a card bearing the red rattlesnake emblem of 
the Shoshone Crew.  The spoils of war were taken to our own den.



There they remained under lock and key for several weeks until we
finally returned everything a few items at a time.  Well almost 
everything; we kept the Snoopy (a rather moth-eaten pennant bearing a 
picture of Snoopy which was found at a jumble sale).  This was the 
Incas’ pride and joy even though they had never actually won it.  It 
was awarded to them during the first contest where they were runners 
up when we took pity on them because they liked it so much.  It was 
never seen again, ‘till the night of the ‘removal’.  We hoped that by 
keeping it hostage things would settle down.  But no! early this year 
our mascot, Danny Snake, disappeared.  As a result the silver tea pot 
from the Incas’ coveted 1977 Moot Trophy also vanished with a tea-bag 
being left in its place.  Danny Snake was later recovered from Bev’s 
bedroom but that’s another story!  And that brings me up to the end of
this tale.  But of course you already know what that is.

Reprinted from 'The Bridge Over The A576'
By Major Road-Works.  Copyright: Snake

Publications 1978.

Final Note from the Editor

One of the aims of this journal is to let people have their say. 
Quite a bit of what has been said in this special issue will not be to
everyone’s liking.  It was not intended to be a glossy account of what
Rovering ought to be like; but it should provide material for thought,
discussion and action.

Two other Associations of Scouts are mentioned in several 
articles.  It is stressed that this journal has no wish to offend 
Scouts in other organisations, but for this particular issue it was 
thought best to allow individual Rovers to express their feelings.  
The correspondence pages of regular issues of Woodsmoke are available 
for anyone wishing to argue other points of view, or to raise matters 
on Rover Scouting or any other aspect of Scouting.

Two final points: first, one or two people have been working very
hard over the last year or two preparing the FSE’s official Rover / 
Ranger Handbook.  It should be printed later this year; it could. give
the section the stimulus it needs.  Second, almost all the cost of 
this issue was met by the £48 presented to Woodsmoke from a donation 
and raffle organised at the Claverley Moot by the Wanderers Crew – 
Thanks again.

January 1979. Editor.

ADVANCE NOTICE WOODSMOKE ISSUE 25

The next regular issue is due out in March.  Price 20p.  People 
or groups who do not already subscribe can order copies from the 
editor.  Contents include:

Letters to the Editor on ‘Religion in Scouting’ from P.Larder 
(207th Sheffield); on ‘Age’ from Ged Keeley, on ‘Mixed Groups’ from 



Peter Morris (27th Bermondsey, independent); on ‘Single-sex Scouting’ 
from the Incas; on a yellow elephant from an anonymous R/R Crew; and 
many more.

Intersect mainly for Cubs and Scouts: with ‘Nine ways of finding 
North’ a full page drawing of Baloo the Bear; more 2nd Class Compass 
work; how to make a Piggott rope stretcher from Lark’s head and 
Overhand knots; Sea Scout Soundings – letters N to Z in the 
International Code of Flag Signals; Woodsmoke from trees.

Around And About including news from Vic Henry in the deep south,
Roy Edwards in Dartford, last year’s Bents Green Rover Challenge, and 
all the news from FSE Groups over the country.

Rover / Ranger section: Advice on running a Rover Crew by Ged 
Keeley; the 1979 Great Hucklow Conference; sixty peaks over 2,000 feet
for the Diamond Jubilee by the Shoshone Crew; and much more, compiled.
by the latest member of the Woodsmoke team, Steve Botham.

SOME ADDRESSES

Headquarters Commissioner for Rover and Ranger Scouts

Mr. Geoff Griffiths,
16 Whitelake Avenue,

Flixton,
Manchester.

Conference Organiser

Mr. Steve Botham,
Cann Row Cottage,

Tottington,
Bury,

Lancashire.



All enquiries, sales & subscriptions,
notes, news & information – 

The Editor,
8 West End,

Long Whatton,
Loughborough.
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This issue of Woodsmoke has been specially produced to mark the 
Diamond Jubilee year of Rover Scouting.  I should like to thank the 
many people who have written the articles which appear in it, and who 
have supplied me with information often at short notice.  Those who 
have obtained a copy of this special edition and would like to receive
regular issues of Woodsmoke should write to me (address top right) 
enclosing a subscription.  Send £1, £2 or more made payable to ‘FSE 
Journal Account’; you will be sent issues when they come out and the 
cost of each (20p) plus postage will be deducted from your account; 
you will be informed when your original sub. is due to run out.

Woodsmoke is the official journal of the European Scout 
Federation in Great Britain (a registered charity); it is produced by 
members of the Leaders Council (the national administrative committee)
and by Rover Scouts.  In regular issues there are five sections: 
National Notes, Letters, Intersect (for training and general 
interest), Around and About for news, and Rover / Ranger Rag, together
with occasional longer articles.  The important thing is that all the 
material comes from members of the European Scout Federation.  We only
arrange and edit, and sometimes fill in gaps.  To fill in the final 
space in this issue I have used one of Bob Downing’s celebrated 
drawings of old buildings not because it has any relevance to the 
content of this edition, but because it improves the quality of the 
editorial page.






